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Editor’s
Notes
while we’re all still savoring paul
Robert and Peter Weil’s Typewriter,
there’s more good news from the publishing world: renowned collector Tony
Casillo’s book Typewriters: Iconic Machines
from the Golden Age of Mechanical Writing will be released by Chronicle Books
in November, with a foreword by Tom
Hanks. When Tony says golden, he means
golden: the cover machine is a dazzling
gold-plated Princess 300.

aters, and eventually it should be available online worldwide.
Speaking of Tom Hanks, he’s also one
of the stars of the film “The Circle.” The
critical consensus is that the movie doesn’t
amount to much, but Hanks does get praise
for his performance as a likeable leader of a
digital technology company that is determined to wipe out all privacy. The character has a typewriter on his desk, but he’d
never use it, unlike Hanks himself.

Although Tom Hanks did not write a
preface to my own book, I do appear in a
film with him: California Typewriter, directed by Doug Nichol. This documentary
centers on a repair shop in Berkeley, California, and its connections to a variety of
typewriter lovers and collectors. One of
the major figures in the film is our own
Martin Howard, author of this issue’s
cover story. The movie follows Martin’s
quest for a Sholes & Glidden, as well as
the struggles of sculptor Jeremy Mayer
(creator of this bust made of typewriter
parts) and repairman Ken Alexander (at
right). There are also interviews with a
variety of people, including Hanks and
me. I got to see the completed film for
the first time in March at the Cleveland
International Film Festival, where it was
warmly received as the opening-night
feature. The film has earned excellent
reviews for its insights, its humor, and
its ultimately uplifting story; it will be
released later this year in some U.S. the-

The film is based on the novel by Dave
Eggers, which is an Orwellian look at the
near digital future. I recently assigned it
in a course I taught on critics of the digital
domain, which reinforced my conviction
that so-called analog activities (writing
with a typewriter, reading printed magazines...) are good for your mind and soul.
Bryan Kravitz, who contributed a
Repair Bench story a year ago, reports that
the typewriter culture in Philadelphia is
getting so busy that he could use some
help spreading the joy. If you’re in the area
and are interested, contact Bryan at 267992-3230 or phillytypewriter@gmail.com.
I have to break my promise in our last
issue that an article in this issue would
provide insight into Bernard Granville’s
struggles. The letter, owned by Gabe Burbano, has already been published in Paul
and Peter’s Typewriter book, so you can
see it there. Gabe would like to do some
further research into the story, but that
will have to wait for now. ■
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Martin Howard's Waverley.
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by martin howard
last summer, i traveled to scotland
to acquire a rare Waverley typewriter.
John, the owner, had received his grandfather’s typewriter from his dad. The
grandfather had bought the Waverley in
the 1930s for keeping the accounts on the
family farm. Shortly after, his wife got
an Olivetti and the Waverley was sent to
the barn for decades. It must have been
a good barn, as the typewriter stayed in
exceptional condition over the years.

A Fine Piece of Engineering

the waverley is well known for being
one of the four typewriters with the distinctive design of having typebars that
stand up behind the carriage and swing
forwards to strike the top of the platen.
The other three are the Brooks, North’s,
and Fitch, all 19th-century typewriters
and rare finds today. The impressive
design of these typewriters gave visible
typing; however, the disadvantage of
obstructing the backwards escape route
of the paper was considerable, as the
carriage became larger and more complicated to keep the paper fully contained
within the carriage. However, unlike
other typewriters (including the Williams) with restricted paper paths, where
one cylindrical cavity is used to load the
paper before typing and one for the typed
page to roll into, the Waverley design allows for the paper to simply rest on three
forwardly projecting prongs as it feeds
into the typewriter.
The Waverley is an imposing and
beautiful machine with its elegant typebar shield and handsome gold-painted
name plate leading to a forwardly placed
keyboard. It is also impressively engineered with some special features. Here
is an informative review of the Waverley
from The Phonetic Journal (May 4, 1895):
As the Waverley Typewriter is now on
the market, the following particulars
will be of interest. Like the Maskelyne, it is a “diﬀerential spacing”
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machine. Its writing is in full sight
of the operator, the type-bars playing forwards and downwards. The
space-key is ingeniously devised so
that it can be struck simultaneously
with a character-key, a great deal of
time, it is claimed, being thus saved
in operation. A ribbon is used as the
inking device. The paper is carried
in a cage as in the North and the
Williams. The shift-key is, however,
the most characteristic feature of
the machine. The Waverley has two
complete sets of type, like the Yost, the
Caligraph, and the Bar-Lock, yet has
only a single keyboard as in the Remington. The action of the shift-key is,
therefore, so far as we know, unique.
[The single-keyboard International of
1891 is the only other typewriter with
this feature.] It does not oscillate the
cylinder backwards and forwards, but
gives a lateral play to the mechanism
connecting the keys with the typebars, thus bringing the upper-case
type-bars into action, and throwing
the lower-case out.
To clarify, when one pushes the uppercase key, the sub-levers for the lowercase
typebars disengage and the sub-levers
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for the uppercase typebars are brought
into play. You will see in the photos that
there are two rows of typebars; the lower
row is for lowercase and the higher row
is for uppercase. Each typebar has only
one character on it, not the two characters normally seen on a typebar for a
typewriter with a shift key. The advantage is stated in The Phonetic Journal (1
Aug. 1896): “This ingenious arrangement
is novel, and thus is entirely eﬀective,
and gives the machine the undoubted
merit that it cannot possibly print the
capitals out of line. As all the characters
tend to exactly the same printing point
when the type-bars descend, not to two
printing points as in the case of most
shift-key machines.”
The Waverley, like some other early
typewriters, has proportional spacing.
Its proportional spacing, though, despite
the advertising claim “Perfect Spacing
as in Letterpress,” is only for M and W
(as mentioned in an 1897 ad), with the
carriage moving 1½ spaces to accommodate their widths. It seems remarkable
that such an eﬀort was made for just
these two letters, especially as the intent
for full proportional spacing with three
character widths is stated clearly in the
patent papers.

First known Waverley advertisement, Board of
Trade Journal, 1894

Pittman’s Year Book, 1897

Another interesting feature is the
presence of a “SPACE” key that moves
the carriage the width of a standard
character, with the spacebar moving the
carriage 1½ spaces. Once again, the typist
could push the spacebar simultaneously
with the last letter of a word to immediately be ready for the next word. This
was called terminal spacing.

History of Manufacturing

the waverley’s us patent was applied
for in 1889 (one month earlier in England)
and granted in 1891 (448,037—with additional patents for the ribbon spool and
typebar assemblies, 472,999 and 502,190).
The Waverley Typewriter Company was
registered in early 1894, with the first
advertisement appearing that year. It was
manufactured in London and apparently
appeared on the market in 1895, as stated
in The Phonetic Journal; however, there is
some uncertainty as to whether the Waverley was actually available for purchase
in 1895. What is certain, though, is that
despite the great eﬀorts of its inventors,
Edward Higgins and Charles Jenkins, it
was manufactured for only a very short
period of time, with the company being
bankrupt by mid 1897. Typewriter historian G. C. Mares reports in 1909 on an in-

teresting contradiction: "At the proceedings in connection with the winding up,
it was stated that so far as the machine
itself was concerned, it had proved a commercial success, but the further exploitation thereof was rendered impossible for
want of suﬃcient capital."
The following abridged auction notice
from 1898 will cause the hair on any
collector’s neck to stand up: “they will
oﬀer for sale at the Waverley Typewriter
Works, Clapham, London, a costly collection of modern machine tools, including
screw-cutting, and other lathes, milling
machines, a complete electro-plating
plant, polishing lathes, as well as the
oﬃce furniture, stock and stores, consisting of about 250 Waverley Typewriters.”
In all likelihood, it is sad to say, these
250 Waverleys likely went straight to
the junkyard.
In 1914, a British newspaper had the
following ad: “EXCHANGE. Waverley
TYPEWRITER in black leather carrying
case, for Acetylene Headlight for car.”
In the end, only eight Waverley typewriters are known, with an interesting
story on a ninth whose existence was
brought to my attention by collector Jos
Legrand, who knew that one had been in
the collections of the Scottish National

Museum. With some detective work,
I was able to learn that the SNM had a
Waverley from 1934 to 2010, when it was
deaccessioned and given to a charity
program called “Old Tools, New Tools”
which repairs old tools for reuse in Africa. I spoke with a curator who assured
me that it must have been in very poor
condition and that with known Waverley
typewriters in the Bernard Williams collection and the London Science Museum,
there was no need to keep theirs. It does
seem odd, though, that if this Waverley
was in good enough condition to be fixed
for reuse, it was not worthy of staying in
the museum’s collection. ■

Known Waverley Typewriters
Howard
Breker
Barbian
Frei
Rapetti
Mantelli
New Walk Museum
London Science Museum

H3
E 11
F 11
G 20
J 42
F 46
I 49
unknown

Note: I have placed the serial numbers in numerical order but
it is possible that the letters dictate the order of manufacture.
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A GLIMPSE OF

THE ICO MP1
by bert kerschbaumer
the olivetti mp1—often known in
collectors’ circles as the ICO—has often
been and will often be described on
account of its stylish appearance and
design (see, for instance, Richard Polt’s
story in ETCetera No. 75). Yet another
report on it may look like carrying coals
to Newcastle, but all the same, I hope
to convey a few facts that have so far
remained unknown.

Prologue

in the early 1930s, under the direction of Adriano Olivetti, the oldest son of
founder Camillo Olivetti, the company
was ready to shift from the classic, patriarchal model of large-scale manufacturing to a modern, comprehensive concept
of industrial production. Elements of
this transition, such as an optimized
serial production, were already in place
for the M40, which reached the market
in late summer 1931 as the successor to
the M20 standard typewriter. Olivetti
also produced bookkeeping machines,
file cabinets, and ribbons, but a portable
typewriter was needed to round out the
company’s oﬀerings.¹ All of Olivetti’s
competitors, such as Underwood, Remington, Seidel & Naumann, and SmithCorona, to name just a few, had oﬀered
portables for years as part of their portfolios. For this reason, along with the M40,
Olivetti introduced a portable called the
Mikron in selected markets outside Italy,
such as Germany, Switzerland, Belgium,
and France. But this was not a product
developed by Olivetti; it was a lightly
modified Torpedo 14, from Weilwerke in
Germany, oﬀered under the Olivetti name
in a slightly modified shell.²

Construction

at the same time, at the company
headquarters in Ivrea, Riccardo Levi,
Adriano Olivetti’s brother-in-law, was
directing the development of a new
portable. The technical approach was
6 • ETCetera No. 117 • Summer 2017

conservative and stuck to proven principles, such as geared typebars that connected to geared type levers,³ as employed
in the so-called Mikron, the Remington
portable, and the Imperial portable. The
machine has a four-bank keyboard with
43 key levers and a carriage shift. (Some
portables with “modern” segment shift,
such as the Torpedo 15, were already on
the market.) So it’s no surprise that to this
date, I have not been able to find any patent applications for the MP1.
Technical collaborator Aldo Magnelli
was entrusted with the design of the
body. Magnelli, “thanks to his artistic
and cultural orientation, was best suited
for solving this particular problem. …
For many years [his design] has been a
paradigm of a clear, clean shape for a
mechanical object”.⁴ And his “solution to
the problem” is still impressive today!

Advertising

the first advertisements clearly focus on the new intended market: private
use. In 1931, Adriano Olivetti inaugurated
the Sviluppo e Pubblicità (Publicity and
Advertising) division, under the direction of Renato Zveteremich.⁵ Through his
contacts, Zveteremich attracted artists
such as Xanti Schawinsky (who formerly
worked at the Bauhaus in Dessau), Erberto Carboni, and Marcello Nizzoli (starting
in 1937), along with the Boggeri agency in
Milan.⁶ The new corporate identity was
first expressed in 1933 with a publication
celebrating the company’s 25th anniversary.⁷ The best-known advertisement for
the MP1 originated in 1934 as a collaboration between Schawinsky and Antonio
Boggeri (the model was 21-year-old Maria
Grassis, an Olivetti employee). In 1934
Schawinsky designed the new Olivetti
logo, based on the Universal typeface developed by Herbert Bayer at the Bauhaus
in 1928. The logo can be seen in a 1937 ad
for the MP1 and on the paper table of the
MP1s made immediately after the war.⁸

MP1 typebar/typelever

Olivetti Mikron

Olivetti M40 advertisement
(People/Machines/Methods), 1932

Olivetti MP1 advertisements: 1932, 1934, 1937

Variations

alongside the standard version of
the MP1, the machine was also made
without a bicolor ribbon mechanism,
under the name Simplex. On these machines, the Olivetti name on the paper
table is merely printed, not stamped. The
Olivetti Rapida is another machine without a bicolor, for the Hungarian market.
The ICO was oﬀered under the name

of Harrods, the London department
store, as well as the name Monta. ICOs
were also made for the Italian insurance
companies Riunione Adriatica di Sicurtà
and La Fondiaria Assicurazioni, featuring
their own emblems.
The colors oﬀered were black (glossy
and wrinkle paint), red, blue, azure, burgundy, green, grey, and ivory. On the earliest machines, the ICO emblem matches

MP1 Simplex

MP1 Rapida

MP1 La Fondiaria

MP1 Riunione Adriatica

the color of the machine; on later ones,
the background is black.
Starting in 1938, the Società Anonima
Invicta of Turin, in close cooperation
with Olivetti, manufactured the ICO in
parallel to the Ivrea production, under
the Invicta brand and with its own,
altered body, but with the same innards.
The Invicta ICOs made between 1938
and 1947 have their own serial numbers,

MP1 Monta

MP1 Harrods
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with the prefix IN. Beginning in 1947, the
entire production of the ICO shifted to
Invicta in Turin, under license and control of Olivetti. Machines with the classic
shell designed by Magnelli were still
sold under the Olivetti name, in part by
Harrods. At the same time, those with the
“modernized” shell were sold under all
names (Olivetti, Invicta, and Harrods).⁹
The ICO was also oﬀered with Hebrew
and Arabic keyboards and a carriage
that ran from left to right, with return
lever on the right. A peculiarity of these
machines is the serial numbering, which
begins at 200,000!
1950 saw the birth of the Lettera 22,
the successor to the MP1, and the end
of production for this wonderful little
machine. ■

Olivetti MP1 in Different Colors

Olivetti MP1 Serial Numbers

10

1790
6800
12800
20000
28000
44000
56000
62000
75000
83000

1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941

89000
91500
95000
95000
99000
109000
113000
127000
139706

1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950

Endnotes
All typewriters, advertisements, and illustrations come from
my own collection. This article is dedicated to the memory
of Willi Süß, my mentor and devoted Olivetti collector.
1. Ingegnere C. Olivetti e C. and Giorgio Soavi (ed.),
Olivetti: 1908-1958 (Ivrea, 1958)
2. “Neue Olivetti Schreibmaschinen,” Büro-Bedarf
Rundschau (September 1931), p. 320
3. Ing. C. Olivetti & C., S.p.A., Olivetti MP1 replacement part catalogue (Ivrea, n.d.)
4. Stile Olivetti: Geschichte und Formen einer italienischen Industrie (Zürich : Kunstgewerbemuseum Zürich, 1961)
5. Associazione Archivio Storico Olivetti and Associazione Spille d'oro Olivetti (ed.), Olivetti 1908-2000
(Ivrea, 2001)
6. Mario Labó, L'aspetto estetico dell'opera sociale di
Adriano Olivetti (Milano: La Rinascente Compasso
D'oro, 1955)
7. 25 anni Olivetti (Milano: Uﬃcio Pubblicità Olivetti,
1933)
8. Nathan H. Shapira, Hans von Klier, and Perry
A. King (eds.), Design Process: Olivetti, 1908-1978
(Ivrea, 1979)
9. Museo dinamico della tecnologia Adriano Olivetti,
museocasertaolivetti.altervista.org, accessed Dec. 27,
2016
10. Herbert F. W. Schramm, Liste der Herstellungsdaten
deutscher und ausländischer Schreibmaschinen Mit
wichtigen techn. Daten (Hamburg: Burghagen, 1962
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MP1 Invicta

MP1 with Hebrew keyboard

ephemera : by peter weil

Oh, Lillian,
We Hardly
Knew Ye!
The First
Photographic
Portrait of a Typist

this portrait is so familiar to most
of us as collectors and writers on our machines that we barely notice it today when
it appears on the web, in our children’s
textbooks, and in the occasional article
or book chapter on the history of writing
machines.¹ 1 This sense of familiarity is
ironic, because this is the first photograph
known of anyone using a typewriter.²
And, of course, the subject of the cabinet
card is not just anyone. Instead, she is
Lillian, Christopher Latham Sholes’ young
fifteen-year old daughter, born in Kenosha, Wisconsin, in 1857. And the typewriter is not just another typewriter, but
instead, a vitally important historical one,
virtually the next to last of between 35 and
50 prototypes produced by Sholes and his
supporters between 1867 and 1873. I myself was every bit as passive in encountering the image until a good friend noticed
this specific cabinet card, informed me
that it was being sold by a small auction
house near New York City, and asked if
I might be interested in it. Because of
my long-term interest in photographs of
typewriters in use and related ephemera
in general, I immediately dove in and
submitted my successful bids for this and
two other images.³
It appears that it was not until the 20th
century that the portrait of Lillian and
the prototypical machine became iconic
as a cultural symbol of America’s deep
and early technological prowess and of its
capacity to improve the lives of its people.
In this case, the photo evoked the ability of
women to be gainfully and safely employed
outside the home. The earliest example I
could find of this iconic use of the image
is from an historical article published in
1925.⁴ 2 By the time of the boom of the
’20s, typewriters had become common
in the everyday life of America. This was
so not only in business, but also, because
of the wide introduction of portables by

1
Remington, Underwood, and Royal, in the
home. The post-First World War ebullience
in the United States created an atmosphere
of both patriotism and pride in American
technology. Newspaper articles such as this
one from 1933, and similar ones after it,
joined the new enthusiasm asserting a special place for the country in modernizing
the world.⁵ 3 By the middle of the 1930s,
the Bettmann Archive had added a version
of the portrait to its collection, which was
drawn upon to include the image in ele-

mentary-and secondary-school textbooks
for at least the next half century.⁶ In addition, in 1947 following the Second World
War, in the context of the United States’
enthusiasm about its new dominant world
role, a successful dramatic Hollywood film,
The Shocking Miss Pilgrim, was made about
the first woman employed as a typist on
what was then popularly believed to have
been the first writing machine, the Sholes
and Glidden – often then called by its last
version’s name, the “Remington 1.” It was
ETCetera No. 117 • Summer 2017 • 9

3

2

4

advertised on this lobby card.⁷ 4 Recent
scholarship supports the conclusion that
the style of the typist was based upon the
portrait of Lillian Sholes.⁸ And, even as the
end of the everyday place of typewriters in
communication approached, collector or
flash cards about major events in American
history included a card like this one from
1979, devoted to the typewriter and the
portrait of Lillian Sholes. 5
I knew of Lillian Sholes’ photograph’s
widely-supported early date, 1872, and its
iconic status. In addition, I assumed that
the image must be far better documented
10 • ETCetera No. 117 • Summer 2017

than the usual short captions attached
to it. Those captions commonly include
the concept that the subject was Lillian
Sholes and that she was “the first typist”
(as in Fig. 2) or “the first woman typist.”
Captions otherwise often add that the
machine was the typewriter’s prototype
invented by her father, often asserting
that it was the first typewriter.
I also knew that these assertions were
historically inaccurate or, at best, oversimplifications. The first typist who is documented was Countess Carolina Fantoni da
Fivizzano. She typed on the first type-

writer proven to have worked, built by the
Italian Pellegrino Turri in 1808 for her as
his lover. While we do not know what that
machine looked like, some of her typed
letters have survived. So the photograph’s
captions are incorrect on the counts of
showing the first typewriter, the first typist, and the first woman typist. And, just
in reference to the Sholes prototypes, C.L.
Sholes and several others had typed on and
tested many earlier prototypes.
The cabinet card in Fig. 1 itself was
not made in 1872. The photographer who
printed it was named Joseph Sasse. He

5

6

was born in 1854 in Germany, arrived in
New York City in 1891, and moved soon
after to Milwaukee, Wisconsin. By 1894,
he had become a professional photographer there, and he continued his practice
there until about 1920. So the first question is, if the portrait was made in 1872,
and Sasse had not arrived in Milwaukee
by that date, who was the original photographer who made a negative from which
the first prints were made? The second,
related, question is: when was the Sasse
print made and how was it made? To
begin with, Sasse’s version appears to be
a unique one; no other example has been
identified. Thus any information – for
example, in writing on the back – that
another Sasse cabinet card might have
provided us is not accessible at this time.
The first priority was then to attempt to
answer these two questions about the Sasse
print. The first, about the date, involves a
window of a quarter of a century, 1894-

1920. However, the date of the print within
that window reasonably can be narrowed
by the character of the card and the very
thin paper on which the Sasse print was
made. Those two variables are linked to
cardboard used for cabinet cards and printing paper used in the 1890s and the very
first years of the 20th century. This results
in a much smaller time window of ca.
1895-1905. One possibility, suggested by Al
Muchka of the Milwaukee Public Museum,
is that Sasse made new prints to sell on the
25th anniversary of the 1872 photograph
and the celebration of the importance of
the typewriter in the history of Milwaukee. That would narrow the date to ca. 1897.
Without any other evidence, the broader
date range of 1895-1905 is when the date
might most reasonably be left.
To attempt to answer the second
question, I asked Paul Robert, a lifetime
professional photographer and long-term
typewriter historian, to examine the Sasse
print. His best judgment is that the Sasse
cabinet card is a print made from a negative created by photographing another
print made from the 1872 glass negative.
Moreover, in contrast to virtually all the
other identified prints or digital versions,
Sasse’s print includes both a dark edging
along the bottom and a full perspective of
the pulley on the right side of the prototype
over which a string passed that was used to
return the carriage to the right-hand starting position. This perspective also includes
the horizontal “keeper” that kept the string
within the upper area of the pulley. As will
be discussed below, this pulley is a critical
feature in supporting the attribution of an
1872 date to the original portrait. Most of
the other known copies involve cropping
the image proportionally and eliminating
the dark bottom edge while, at the same
time, narrowing the image on the right side
– eliminating a portion or nearly all of the
pulley and its keeper.
I had in my possession a unique copy of
an historically important photograph that
was associated with other copies that had
captions and text attached to them that
were either totally or partially incorrect
historically. Thus, I decided that a systematic research eﬀort was required. My
goals were to identify the original photographer, to further confirm the date, clarify
the location within Milwaukee, and to
discover the circumstances under which
the photograph was commissioned by C.L.
Sholes and, possibly, James Densmore, the

primary investor in the writing machine’s
development and the whole enterprise’s
de facto business manager. Encouraged by
photographic research professionals at
two institutions, the University of Delaware and the Rochester Institute of Technology, I initiated communications with
other professionals at twelve institutions
that were documented as having copies of
Lillian’s portrait or were located otherwise
in the areas of Wisconsin to be most likely
to have records related to the photograph.
The institutions contacted, all of which
responded, include Getty Images, Getty
Research Institute, the Hagley Museum
and Library, the J. Paul Getty Museum, the
Herkimer County (New York) Historical
Society, the Kenosha County (Wisconsin)
Historical Society and History Center,
the Milwaukee (Wisconsin) Historical
Society, the Milwaukee Public Museum,
the Milwaukee Public Library, the Onondaga (New York) Historical Association,
the Smithsonian Institution National
Museum of American History, and the
Wisconsin Historical Society.
The results were disappointing. None
of the institutions had a cabinet card of
the original, or even an original print
not attached to the cardboard. All copies
held by the institutions were, in varying degrees, copies of copies, with some
having to be three or more steps away
from the original. Not having an original
cabinet card also increased the probability
that they would not have a record of the
original photographer. And, indeed, none
has such a record. Moreover, none has any
data on the photograph beyond a date (all
but one used the 1872 date), the identity
of Lillian Sholes as the subject, and some
variation on the caption themes of “The
First Typist” and “The First Typewriter.”
Even the Herkimer County Historical
Association, which was designated as
the holder of the original used in a 1925
published image (see Fig. 2 above), today
no longer has either an original or a copy,
and has no record of it. At this point I had
to conclude that I had not identified any
original print of the 1872 photograph, that
I had not identified the photographer of
the original, and that the most likely institutions to have documented vital historical details of the photograph do not have
such documentation.
As a result, I decided that another possibly productive line of inquiry involved
an engraving published in Scientific
ETCetera No. 117 • Summer 2017 • 11

American in August of the same year (1872)
as the Lillian Sholes portrait was made.
6 While the 1872 timing of both images
might have been a coincidence, I thought
it best to see what I could discover. Specifically, I thought that a link between the
two might be a way to reveal the historical
conditions under which the cabinet card
portrait was made. In addition, although
there are diﬀerences between the images, they share the fact they are both
portraits of a young woman operating a
prototype of the Sholes typewriter. The
prototypes in the two images are shown
from diﬀerent perspectives, the right
side in the Lillian photo and the left side
in the engraving. Moreover, the machine
in the engraving includes an attachment
that holds a paper roll that would allow
the typist to type continuously without
having to regularly change the paper
being used. Otherwise, the machines are
extremely similar, with both sharing a
carriage system that makes it possible to
type horizontally across the paper (see
7 to more clearly visualize this in the
engraving) and a carriage return system
involving the pulling down of a string on
the right side of the devices. To typewriter users and collectors, this may seem
normal, but it was a major innovation for
Sholes and a big step towards creating the
basis of a successful typewriter.
To understand this feature and its likely
link to the portrait engraving in Scientific
American in August 1872, a brief summary
is required. In July 1867, while Christopher Latham Sholes was developing his
telegraph-key-like book page numbering
device, Scientific American published an article on Pratt’s Pterotype. This was at a time
when one of the magazine’s senior editors,
Alfred Ely Beach – an owner of Munn and
Co., the firm that published the magazine –
was intensely interested in small machine
technology that might replace writing. He
himself had patented a writing machine
in 1856 that impressed writing on tape as a
way to assist people who were blind. The
Pterotype article was read by Carlos Glidden, one of Sholes’ friends at the machine
shop where they both experimented, and
he suggested that Sholes attempt to make a
machine for writing. After several diﬀerent
approaches and prototypes, the 1870 design
that Sholes and his colleagues had developed typed letters on a small piece of paper
attached to a round platen. The letters were
printed around the platen, with the platen
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being turned by pulleys and weights one
space after each letter was printed. By early
1870, James Densmore was nearly panicked
by financial worries and two failed attempts at manufacturing Sholes’ designs.
He decided that he wanted to either sell out
his interest or to at least get another firm
to invest the capital to make the endeavor
a successful one. Densmore had heard that
the Automatic Telegraph Co. was looking
for a machine to print out telegrams. He
and Sholes went to New York to meet with
representatives of the company in the
summer of 1870. Densmore’s selling price
was $100,000, and the telegraph company
thought it too high. Worse, the prototype
could not use the continuous rolls of paper
that the telegraph company specified as the
minimum technological condition for investing in the machine. In the midst of the
haggling about this, one of the telegraph
company’s young mechanics, Thomas
Edison, said he could design and make such
a printing machine much more cheaply.
While the sources are not consistent on
what followed, most of the evidence supports the conclusion that the prototype
brought by Densmore and Sholes was given
to Edison to see if he could solve the paper
roll problem.⁹ 8 9 By his own testimony,
he failed to do so and returned the prototype to Sholes. Sholes, further pressed by
Densmore, apparently then decided that
the market potential for his machine could
not be met without the capacity to type on
paper rolls. This perspective is likely because one of Sholes’ first designs was used
and appreciated in 1868 in experiments by
Western Union in Chicago. Western Union
was enthusiastic and encouraged him to
develop the machine for their system-wide
use. Thus, he devoted himself to solving
the problem and spent much of 1871 doing
so. His solution included the change to the
printing across the platen, found in the
prototypes presented in both the Lillian
photo and the Scientific American engraving, and in the paper roll attachment seen
only in the latter.¹⁰
While the prototypes in the two 1872
images are quite similar, the woman who
is the subject in the engraving appears
somewhat less so. This very probably is due
to the engraving process and the artistic
interpretation by the engraver. This raises
the whole question of why the engraving
was created at a time when photographs
were becoming a common portrait technology. In 1872, magazines like Scientific

7

8

9

10

11

American held down production costs by
printing their publications on lower grade
newsprint paper. The technology to print
photographs on such materials was not
available in 1872.¹¹ So such publications
depended on an engraver to create an image, and, to do this, the engraver often used
a photograph as the starting point. It is
highly probable that the engraving used by
Scientific American was based on a photograph, and the date of the photograph was
also likely in the year of publication, 1872.
This is the year that we know that the photograph that included virtually the same
Sholes prototype was made. Darryl Rehr
suggested in his 1997 expanded edition of
Charles E. Weller’s book on the history of
the Sholes & Glidden that the two images
may be related through photographs made
at the same portrait sitting. In essence, the
hypothesis is that the cabinet card portrait
of Lillian was the product of a studio shoot
at which multiple images were created,
including these two images. In this view,
the stimulus for the photography session
was the article for Scientific American and
its need for a non-technical, humanized
illustration. In addition, the fact that Beach
was a major editor at the magazine who
had a long-term interest in the develop-

ment of a writing machine suggests why
the magazine might have pursued the story
and been willing to invest in the shoot
when Sholes and Densmore may not have
been able or willing to do so. To test this
aspect of the concept, I sought the help
of Al Muchka at the Milwaukee Public
Museum. The MPM holds the Densmore
Papers, which include much of the surviving correspondence to and from Densmore
from 1867 through 1873. He generously
examined them and found no mention of
either the Scientific American story or the
taking of the photograph or photographs.
Although no directly supportive documentation was found, the magazine’s story does
indicate the great enthusiasm the magazine had for the results of Sholes’ work,
especially because the story begins with
the fact that Sholes’ eﬀorts were clearly
stimulated by the magazine’s July 1867
story on the Pterotype. That said, it must
remain a reasonable, even quite probable,
but undocumented context for the creation
of the portrait of Lillian.
Near the end of her life, Lillian Sholes
Fortier ( her married name), partly as a
result of the ubiquity of her 1872 portrait,
herself became an icon. For example, in
April 1933, she was photographed in Mil-
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waukee in a pose paralleling the one in the
1872 cabinet card (but using a Remington
Noiseless No. 8 portable instead of a Sholes
prototype) for distribution by the N.E.A.
as a news release. 10 And, further demonstrating the doubly iconic character of the
photo and the subject, she again was photographed at the age of 82 in October 1939,
with a Sholes prototype, in a pose similar
to that found in the engraving published
by Scientific American in 1872. 11 The 1939
photograph was made at a meeting of the
New York League of Professional Women’s
Clubs where she was honored as “The First
Woman Typist.” And, as important a role
as her images had played in the creation
of cultural concepts of typewriter history
and the role of women in business, the
machine in the photo was not the same
prototype as the one in the engraving (or
the photograph) and she was not the first
woman typist. (On the prototype in the
1872 photo, the front of the carriage frame
is flat in the front, but in the prototype
used in the 1939 photo, this piece forms an
arc.) By the time of her death in 1941, she
had become an important myth, no matter
how little was known about the images
and the icon she had become. Oh, Lillian,
we hardly knew ye! ■

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

writer.blogspot.com/2012/12/on-this-day-in-typewriter-history-truth.html; http://explorepahistory.
com/displayimage.php?imgId=1-2-1562; http://
images.sciencesource.com/p/13233409/LillianSholes-The-First-Typist-BN9618.html; https://
cabinetcardgallery.wordpress.com/tag/milwaukee/
One of the three has already been briefly
discussed in the last issue of ETCetera, No. 116,
Spring, 2017, pp. 6-7, in my article “Eugene Cass
with his Hammond 1.”
See Caxton Frazier source above.
See Helen Welsheimer article as source above.
In 1995, Corbis, a digital stock photo company,
bought Bettman Archives, and, in 2016, Corbis
was sold to Getty Images. The Corbis and CorbisGetty entities account for much, but not all, of
the presence of the portrait on the web and in
other settings today.
From Gabe Burbano’s collection.
See Julie Wopsk’s book above.
The prototype in Figure 9 is attested to be the
same one as in Fig. 8. The former is today in the
Uwe Breker/Team Breker Collection and Uwe
Breker provided the photograph.
Unfortunately for Sholes, the same basic solution
had already been patented in 1870 (patent US
10916A) by Charles A. Washburn, who later got a
cut of every Sholes-based machine sold. In 1871,
Sholes did not know about Washburn’s design.
The first use of half-tone printing of photographs
on newsprint was in 1873. Various attempts had
been made before that date, but none were successful for general use. Even with the success in
1873, photographs were not commonly printed in
popular magazines until the 1890s.
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portables, etcetera : by robert messenger

THE MONPTI
MY LITTLE
DISASTERS
herman price is planning a typewriter
beauty contest for the Chestnut Ridge
Museum gathering in West Virginia in
October (see full details on the next page).
“Bring your most beautiful with you,”
spruiks* Herman. And it wouldn’t at all
surprise me if someone thought the 1971
Monpti portable was worthy of the nominal entry fee. The Czech-made Monpti
certainly has more than a few admirers
among typewriter collectors worldwide,
at least among those who have a taste for
its “space-age” design. But, good looks
aside, should Herman’s pageant also be
looking for some other qualities among
the parading beauties? After all, these
pageants usually seek high marks for
personality traits, intelligence, and talent.
What of a typewriter? Should it at least be
a reasonably good typer?
The Monpti is such a bad typewriter
that I bought two, each at considerable cost, just to convince myself that
the first one wasn’t among those awful
production disasters that we’ve all had
the misfortune to experience from time
to time. Two massive disappointments –
after many years of keen anticipation to
own and use a Monpti– were more than
enough to dissuade me from the thought
that I’d been the recipient of the one bad
egg. That and a comment from Pier, a
French reader of my blog, who wrote that
his Monpti was “very bad quality … it
feels like a toy typewriter. The plastic is
not so good [and] everything is ‘merdique’
on this machine; no comparison to Valentine in the quality of materials.”
The Monpti is, in short, a shocker,
one of the worst typewriters I’ve ever
used (the title of outright bad portable
typewriter, however, remains firmly in
the grip of the Olivetti MS 25 Premier
Plus, an utter embarrassment to the word
“typewriter”).
As Pier pointed out, the Monpti draws
inevitable comparisons with another
bright red plastic portable, the far more
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Stefan Lengyel

Richard Penney patent

famous Olivetti Valentine, from an
original design by Ettore Sottsass and
launched in Barcelona in February 1969.
(The Valentine uses the Olivetti Dora
mechanism but has a far heavier acrylonitrile butadiene styrene mask, a solid
shell which completely throws out the
machine’s balance. Much earlier models with an exposed front section, such
as the Depression-era Remie Scout for
example, maintain excellent balance because the weight sits firmly with the back
section and keeps the machine steady on
the writing surface. The plastic-cased
Dora is not in the same league as the
metal Letteras 22 and 32, but it’s a reasonably good typer all the same – the casing
weight is just right.) Like the Valentine,

the Monpti uses a mechanism from
earlier and lighter models, the 230s series
Czech Consuls, which had been around
since 1959. When this is combined with
Stefan Lengyel’s elaborate mask design,
the mix simply doesn’t work. For one
thing, the assembly on the two models I
own is exceedingly poor, and the Consul
mechanism simply doesn’t slot comfortably into the Monpti’s shell.
Budapest-born, German-based Lengyel designed the Monpti mask in 1968,
a year before the Valentine went into
production. The mechanism came from
Zbrojovka Brno NP in Vyškov, Czechoslovakia, and was designed by Miroslav
Blaha. The Monpti was marketed by German department store Karstadt in 1971.

Chestnut Ridge
Typewriter
Museum
Meeting
by herman price
typewriter.museum@gmail.com

A very similar design to the Monpti was
assigned by Richard Penney to Sperry
Rand in 1969 and resulted in such models
as the Remington 10 and 25.
Lengyel studied design at the College
of Applied Arts in Budapest from 1956 to
1961, and in 1964 became an assistant at
the Hochschule für Gestaltung in Ulm,
where he worked with Hans Gugelot. In
1965, Lengyel went to the Essen Folkwangschule, where he became head of
the industrial design department in 1969.
In between, he spent time as a guest professor in various countries, including the
US, Finland, Italy, Spain, China and Japan.
From 1981 to 2003, Lengyel held the chair
of industrial design at the University of
Essen. He also held the chair of industrial design at the University of Art and
Design in Budapest. His clients included
Berker, Dorma, Liesegang, Krohne,
Rheinmetall, Ruhrgas, Mauser Oﬃce and
Aral. For many years he was also a design
consultant for Miele and Rose.
Whatever may be said of Lengyel’s
designs in other fields, his eﬀort to match
the like of Penney and Sottsass with
typewriters was an unmitigated disaster.
Fortunately, perhaps, the Monpti is not
easy to find. It’s a rarity that deserves to
remain rare. ■
*Readers are reminded that Robert is a New Zealander living in Australia. For those unfamiliar
with the lingo of Down Under, to spruik means to
promote, announce, or orate. —Ed.

Friday-Sunday, October 20-22, 2017

Paul Robert presenting the book Typewriter
which he co-authored with Peter Weil.

We had about 60 attending last year and
interest is high. We will probably exceed
that number this year.
For early arrivals on Friday, we will
meet at my house and renew acquaintances while meeting new enthusiasts.
I will probably remain at the house to
greet arrivals, while small groups go out
for dinner. A group usually keeps us up
until the wee hours. We may doze, but we
never close.
We will start promptly at 9 am on Saturday with brief introductions—otherwise, we might forget who we are. If you
do forget, just look down at your nametag
and read it upside down or go to a mirror
and read it backwards. You see, the introductions are much easier. We will then
have a variety of scheduled presentations
and events during the day. Doug Nichol
has suggested that he may attend and
show the “California Typewriter” film.
There will be a speed typing contest.
I am again looking for a volunteer to
coordinate.
There will be a typewriter beauty
contest. Bring your most beautiful with
you. (If she is not available, bring your
wife.) If you cannot bring the machine,
bring a photo, but I think a machine that
is actually present will likely win. The
machines will be set out on the billiard
table. All attendees will vote.
There will be a “free” lunch at noon,
but due to the increasing size of the
group, I will accept donations to help cover the cost. It is generally, burgers, dogs,
sandwiches, and pepperoni rolls. There
will be refreshments all day long (beer,
soda, and water.)
Of course there will be buying, selling,
and trading throughout the day. There
are usually some impromptu typewriter
repair workshops. There is also lots of
bragging, lies and videotape.

The QWERTY Award 2017 will be presented on Saturday.
We will be celebrating the 30th anniversary of ETCetera. The first newsletter
was published in October 1987. We anticipate auctioning some ETCA memorabilia
that Darryl Rehr will provide, with proceeds going to the Early Typewriter Collectors’ Association. Thank you, Darryl.
On Saturday evening, we will either
order carryout or you may go out in small
groups for a real meal. We had 23 pizzas
last year (including vegan). Lots of grog
was also consumed. I could not find anybody who was not having a good time. We
will not stop until everybody leaves....
On Sunday morning, you may wish
to come to the house and say goodbye to
the typewriters, wrap up those last deals,
take a deep breath and say “hasta la vista,
baby.” For those who are interested, we
usually make a trip to my oﬃce to see
the machines that won’t fit in the house,
maybe another 150 or 200.
We are located halfway between Fairmont and Morgantown, West Virginia,
along I-79. This is about 1½ hours south
of Pittsburgh and Pittsburgh International Airport (PIT). If you wish to visit
Frank Lloyd Wright’s Fallingwater on
Sunday, you should get advance tickets.
It will sell out very early. It is about one
hour from my house and should not be
missed. Of course, you may visit it before
the meeting, but the weekdays will also
sell out very early.
Once you have attended, you will wonder why you did not attend earlier. Our
first meeting had about 20 in attendance.
We hit a low in the second or third year
of about 7 or 10. We seem to be growing
every year now with recent attendance
of about 35, 40, 50, 60. I will be shocked
if we do not reach 75. If so, it will be
crowded, but fun. ■
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The Type-Writer
As part of the promotional efforts for
the Sholes & Glidden Type Writer, W.
O. Wyckoff published a small periodical for devoted users of this expensive,
newfangled device. A copy of volume 1,
issue 4 of The Type-Writer, dated August
1877 and printed in Ithaca, New York,
sold on eBay over a year ago. While the
text in the auction photos isn’t completely
legible, the images do provide insight
into the publication’s contents. The seller
photographed the following pages, which
may comprise the entire publication. The
pages just after the cover and just before
the back are blank.
Was it an ETCA member who purchased this publication? If so, we hope to
hear from you, and you may wish to share
some more details about it.

Page 2: “Stenotypic Writing”; correspondence from readers; an item from Scientific
American which also seems to pertain to
the evils of tobacco.
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Cover: Two small engravings of male and
female Type Writer operators, which were
also used in advertisements.

Page 1: Two short poems and two short
essays: “Providence,” by a Mrs. Phelps, and
“Softening of the Brain” (an anonymous
warning against tobacco).

Page 3: “Keep Your Type Clean”; “What
Ails My Purple Ribbon?”; “Supplies”

Page 4: “The Carriage Sticks”; “Rules for
Manifolding With Type Writer”

Page 6: “Specimens of Type” for the Sholes
& Glidden, including Small Gothic, Small
Roman, Large Gothic, Large Roman, and
Script Type. The last style is “Designed
to meet an occasional demand. Observe
the Capital Indicator.” The Type Writer,
of course, had no shift key; this typeface
consists of lowercase script letters, but also
includes a way to indicate capitalization
by way of a character resembling a large
capital C that embraces the following letter.
Does any collector today own a Sholes &
Glidden with Script Type?

Page 7: “Will the Price Ever Be Less?”
(answer: “No”); “The Writer”; “New Inventions”; Wanted ads and an ad for an Ithaca
dentist

Page 5: “In the Courts”; “Samples”; ads
for Cornell University and the Phonographic
Institute (both located in Ithaca)

Page 8: “Testimonials”; ads for the Phonographic Institute and a water meter (?)

Back: engraving of the Sholes & Glidden
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New on
the Shelf
Mark & Christina Albrecht: bronze FaySholes 4, Hammond 1 #6656, Hammond 12
chemical (belonged to William Rose)
Richard Amery: Halda portable
#P115637 (1957)
Uwe Bethmann: Liliput Junior 2 (1908),
gold Princess (1962)

David Brechbiel: Remington Streamliner
#B109208 (1941)
Terry Cooksley: Royal portable
#P114646 (1929)
Don Feldman: Smith Premier 1, Smith
Premier 2 w/ Harry A. Smith decal, Remington 7 upstrike w/tab, mint Remington
12 w/ tab index

Thomas Fürtig: Continental 100 (brown
w/net design on golden background),
Erika 5A (yellow)
Martin Howard: Dart 1 #609

Lars Borrmann: CAH 5, Monica,
Williams 4

Guillermo Fernández Boan: Yost 4, Peoples, Merritt, Bennett (owned by writer
& war correspondent Roberto J. Payró),
Standard Typewriter (Protos #1781)
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David John: Standard Folding #11081 w/
case & instructions

Franz Pehmer: Polygraph, Remington
Noiseless 8

Thomas Kramer: Kanzler 1b
Richard Polt: Salter Visible
Jonathan Posey: 1929 Corona Four,
mother’s 1964 Wizard Truetype
Javier Romano: Adler 7 nickeled #26209,
Remington-Sholes (10? 11?), LC Smith 8

Maxim Suravegin: Arabic Olympia, Russian Smith Premier 10, Merritt, American
index, American understroke
Henry Taylor: Remington 2, red Erika 5

Bert Kerschbaumer: Dactyle 9 #190852

Rich Mohlman: Allen 10, Hammond
Multiplex #BB223268 (mathematical),
Royal P (nickel & burgundy), sterling
silver Smith-Corona

John Schellenger: Blick 9, Olivetti Lettera 33, Facit TP2
Ethan Singree: 1933 Corona 3, 1939 Mercedes Prima, 1933 Royal 10, 1938 LC Smith
Super Speed, 1911 LC Smith 5 (one of first
2,000 made), Remington 16
Sirvent brothers: Sun 6 #1278

Frans van de Rivière: Imperial Good
Companion 4 #BM533 w/orientation keys
for the blind, Good Companion 7 #S405
mathematical, Imperial Safari, Olympia
Monica w/ chemical keyboard, lime green
Olympia Monica w/ Care type
Peter Weil: Kleidograph 1 #B54 (ca. 1895);
Royal 10 #X172592 (1913 or 1914, four side
windows with no glass)
Jay Williams: Yost 1 #2954
Cor van Asch: Clavier Écolier Navarre
practice keyboard
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Historische Burowelt
ifhb.de

No. 107, April 2017

• Triumph/Adler SE1000 single-element
typewriter
• German-made Chinese typewriters

anmeca.org

typewriterdatabase.com

No. 44, February 2017

Age Lists Updated: Moskva, Royal,
Smith-Corona
Workshop Books Released by Ted
Munk on lulu.com:
The Manual Typewriter Repair Bible
The Olympia SM 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 Typewriter Repair Bible
The Olympia SG1 Typewriter Repair Bible
The Smith-Corona Floating Shift Typewriter
Repair Bible
The Brother JP-1 Typewriter Repair Bible
The IBM Selectric 1, II, III Typewriter Repair
Shop Manual 1
The 1940 AMES American Typewriter
Parts Catalog
Workshop Books Coming Soon:
The Smith Corona 5, 5TE and 6 Series Typewriter Repair Shop Manual
The 1970 AMES Standard & Electric Typewriter Repair Manual
Rocky’s Electric Typewriter TEK Manual 1952

• Conclusion of Jean Rousset’s survey
of typewriters
• 1919 article on oﬃce machine industry
• 1958 oﬃce equipment exhibition
• 1919 Chinese typewriter
• Underwood in France, 1963

HBw-Aktuell
March 2017

• Is collecting addictive?

April 2017

• Writing & tech exhibit in Halle
• The “Bla-Bla” typewriter

May 2017

typex1@aol.com

Vol. 29, No. 2, May 2017

• Blick serial number list
• Experimental Blick 7 cipher machine
• Pacific Northwest show & tell

• Gerda typewriter for the blind

Letters
Great job—we have every issue of ETCetera published to date, and the publications
today are the best they have ever been.
Larry and Sharon Cook
—Easley, South Carolina
For a couple of years I’ve had a Voss ST32
in my collection, #201692 from 1963. Now
I just got a Voss Karin from the city of
La Plata [Argentina] ... whose number
is 201691. No doubt it left the Wuppertal
plant the same day as the ST32, and more
than half a century later, over 7000 miles
away from the place where they were
born, these two typewriters are again
sharing the same shelf.
Guillermo Fernández Boan
—Buenos Aires
To say I had no clue is an understatement, but now [after reading Peter Weil’s
story in ETCetera No. 116] I have to go out
and find all these candy-colored Royal
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For Sale/Wanted
letter openers. We have an A. P. Little
letter opener and a Beaver brand one,
but now I see that I have to get my hands
on a Franklin, and these Royal ones for
sure. I used to be able to cruise through
the shops and flea markets at high speed
looking for keyboards. Now I have to slow
down and search all the pictures, pens,
paperweights, letter openers, and Lord
knows what else. Next you’re going to tell
me that all that glassware out there has
some typewriter
gems hidden on the
Schl@gfertige
endless shelves of
Typen
Great Grandma’s
old dishes!
Mark Albrecht
—Broken Arrow,
Oklahoma
Lothar K. Friedrich
Autobiographie

erschienen in bfö
Preis: 19.80 e
l.friedrich@bfoe.de

For sale: 2 Alpina N24 portables with
case, very good condition, $70 each; Alpina DT33 (rare tabulator model) in very
good condition with case, eraser shield
and German instructions, $100; Privileg
270S portable with cursive typeface (see
photo) and lid, $150. Worldwide shipping
included! Photos available. Peter Muckermann, typenkorb@web.de.

Wanted: Odell typebar (model 2-5). Jos
Legrand, jjlegrand@hetnet.nl.
Wanted: Ottoman Turkish typewriters.
Tarkan Senkal, tarkansenkal@gmail.com.
New book in German: Schl@gfertige
Typen, by Lothar K. Friedrich. Order from
l.friedrich@bfoe.de. €19.80 plus postage.

